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I would like to have graphics options. The game is too heavy for my macbook pro. I would also like to have a option to remove
artillery. Currently, the game crashes when I reload it.. Been a fan of Hex Empire for years and this game was worth every
penny. Keep up the good work! Easy too pick up and play Strategy game.. Hex empire was my favourite flash game, so when i
found out that there was a new version of it being developet and would be on steam, it was no brainer that I would buy, best hex
game, if developer publishes a promised big update I am sure this game will find success. The flash game is dead. Steam (among
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other things) killed it. I can't complain, though, because it gives us stuff like Hex Empire 3. Just look at the graphics compared
to Hex Empire 1! This couldn't have made it as a flash game because there wouldn't be any money in it, and like it or not
development costs money. Anyway, as you may know, Hex Empire 1 was a flash game, and a good one to boot. I never played
Hex Empire 2, but Hex Empire 3 is an excellent continuation of the original Hex Empire and is definitely worth the money even
in its current, unfinished state. The game plays similarly to the original, with the main differences being the addition of artillery
and the new simultaneous gamemode. Artillery is produced in factories and can wipe out entire stacks in big enough numbers.
Simultaneous mode has a planning stage followed by a caotic free-for-all as all the factions move at once. There are also other,
smaller tweaks (basic economic system, changes to movement, etc) which also improve the game. At the moment the game is in
early access. Multiplayer and a singleplayer campaign are planned. Some of the graphics feel like placeholders (all the leaders
look the same). The AI could use some improvement, and simultaneous mode needs tweaking (artillery wonkiness). A "classic"
mode with rules similar to the original Hex Empire would be welcome, and the game does need some overall polishing. Still, I
think the game is worth the price even in its current state.. In for the first review! This game is like Risk on steroids and a lot
faster paced. For the price I highly recommend this game if you enjoy strategy games and dominating the board.
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